TO ALL ISSF MEMBER FEDERATIONS
Dear Friends,
I'm glad to inform You that the ISSF World Cup shotgun - which will take place in Lonato
del Garda, Italy, in April, from 19th to 30th - has managed to obtain advantageous
conditions for setting up a village of tensile structures, and we would like to propose to the
Federations that will be present at the Venue, the possibility of having a private gazebo for
moments of relaxation of their Teams, in order to avoid crowding areas within the common
structure.
One of the main purposes is to create a private space for Your Athletes, in order to share
this pleasant area with Your Team only and create the best conditions of privacy and calm to
make all of You perfectly rested and well-focused on the event.
In between of the joyful and festive atmosphere that the World Cup always comes with, it's
undeniable the necessity to observe the most scrupulous attentions to maximize the comfort
of the long stay, thus protecting the sport performance and letting it be deeply expressed and
fulfilled to its fullest.
For this reason we would like to propose to the Federations the possibility of having a
private tended structure, located in a reserved area in the shooting complex park, with a
surface of 25 square meters (5 x 5) complete with flooring, 2 tables, 4 benches and electrical
connection, for the whole duration of the event, at the cost of EUR 2.500,00 (taxes not
included).
You can find the relevant rendering hereby attached, to show the suggested arrangement.
Naturally, as required by ISSF Rules, for the Federations not interested in our proposal,
the LOC will guarantee anyhow an equipped common relaxation area with all the basic
comforts.
Looking forward to giving You all our warmest welcome,
Yours Sincerely,

Ivan Carella
President of the Organizing Committee

